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Experience the difference
of a data driven solution

2019 - 20

Increase performance and flexibility

As part of NHP’s Connected Enterprise
campaign a new visual style was needed
for the supporting materials, illustrating
NHP’s customer-focused, solutions driven
mindset.

Maximise your power
availability through innovation

Harness the power
of safety and operational data

A Connected Energy Network starts with SMART Distribution

A Connected Enterprise network starts with Smart Safety

SMART DISTRIBUTION
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- Concept, design, layout and finished art
for a suite of brochures closely aligned
to NHP’s identity and business objectives
- Working closely and collaboratively with
commuinications manager, the product
managers, and corporate marketing team
to create an effective marketing solution
for a conference environment

CASE STUDY

Project overview
After assessing the status of all equipment to ensure aspects were functioning at the optimum levels as part of a
plant-wide upgrade, it was determined that the Stanwell Power Station required a replacement of their 415V Air Circuit
Breaker (ACB) with a Unit 415V Switchboard and Ash and Dust 415V Switchboard.
The existing ACBs had been in service since the units at Stanwell were first commissioned in 1993 and were
experiencing reliability issues due to aging component failure. As well as this, they were difficult to maintain due to the
unavailability of spare parts and support from the OEM.

- Taking the project from campaign brief
to finished art.

Your business,
powered with
SMART Distribution
Implement a network populated with devices that can sense and communicate a wealth
of technical health and diagnostic data to help you efficiently use the available energy,
reduce operating costs, improve safety of the switchroom and better predict the failure
mode of critical devices long before any unexpected power blackout occurs.

Modernisation
recharges
Queensland
electricity supply

A high performance, digitally connected, cost optimized
power reticulation product suite for Medium and Low
Voltage applications.
•

Optimise your commercial building or industrial plant to improve energy efficiency

•

Manage peak demand and implement an energy plan that works for you

•

Reduce your running costs and move to a predictive, condition-based maintenance regime for critical
electrical switchgear

•

Achieve better returns and higher occupancy

•

Protect your assets and improve your capital value

•

Simplified implementation of regulatory compliance obligations such as NABERS energy consumption
reporting, emergency light testing and earth leakage circuit breaker testing

•

Maximum power availability, reducing risk of power outages

•

Improved power quality

•

Personnel and equipment protection from arc faults

The solution
The NHP Service Team removed the legacy ACBs, retrofitting them
with 2000A and 3200A SMART Terasaki AR ACBs which incorporated
the premium model AGR31C protection relay with integrated 3C
over temperature protection. 3C over temperature protection is a
breakthrough self-monitoring temperature system for checking the
condition of the AR ACBs main contacts and conductive path, setting
industry leading standards without compromise.
To assist with the retrofit, NHP used CAD designed conversion/
upgrade kits made specifically for NHP Terasaki ACBs. These kits are fully engineered, removing the need for onsite
busbar bending and alteration. The kits come fully prefabricated to convert the new ACB connections to match the old
ACB connections precisely, allowing fast and smooth integration within existing infrastructure.
NHP’s compliance with the technical specifications of the existing ACBs and the added capacity for trusted technical
support, maintenance and a reliable spare parts supply gave a quick and seamless installation with the right backup
and on-site training.
Being the only authorised and trained Australian and New Zealand Terasaki distributor and service agent, NHP’s
Service Team have been specifically trained by Terasaki to deliver best practice services from concept design through
to installation and after-sales service. On-site training was delivered to ensure the Stanwell electricians were well
equipped for the new ACBs, demonstrating NHP’s commitment to deliver industry-leading support.

Stanwell Power Station is highly automated and recognized as one of
the most efficient and economical coal-fired power stations in Australia.
It is owned by Stanwell Corportaion Ltd who, with an extensive power
generation and energy infrastructure portfolio across Queensland, has a
wealth of experience in the supply of energy.
The station is located approximately 23 kilometres south-west of Rockhampton and is one of
Stanwell’s major operating sites.
With the capacity to generate 1460 megawatts using four power generation units, Stanwell
Power Station supplies approximately 15 percent of Queensland’s annual electricity demands
by burning low sulphur black coal.
Constantly aiming to ensure a reliable, secure and affordable electricity supply, Stanwell
Power Station has positioned itself as one of Australia’s leading power generation sites,
regularly distributing electricity to customers not only in Queensland, but throughout the
country via the National Electricity Market.
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With safety and operational efficiency taking priority, Stanwell decided
to retrofit the ACBs installed in the plant and chose NHP to perform
the services required for the upgrade.

“With a strong focus on minimising operational risks and enhancing personnel safety on the site, the ACB upgrade
was embarked on to ensure any faulty or unreliable tripping and reset mechanisms which can often be associated with
aging ACBs were resolved,” said James Huf, NHP’s Service Technician.
“Our Service Team are specifically trained in modernising protection systems with a future proof solution to increase
overall system reliability and plant safety. We were confident in the retrofit product sourced from one of our global
partners, which we customised to the local standards and further tailored to Stanwell’s needs,” continued Huf.
With Stage 1 of the project now successfully completed, attention turns to the eventual completion of the remainder of
Stanwell Power Station’s onsite power generation units.
NHP looks forward to playing an important role in helping to shape and transform one of Australia’s leading power
stations as it continues to set the benchmark for efficient and reliable electricity generation into the future.
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SMART brochure suite for
Connected Enterprise campaign
Concept, strategy, design.

How much capacity
is available overnight?
In apartment complexes in Australia, peak energy usage typically occurs in the afternoons and
early evenings of very hot or very cold days, when high power levels are required for cooling
or heating. Generally, the switchgear and upstream connection to an apartment complex is
equipped to support about an average of 3kW simultaneously per dwelling.

NHP’s move into the world of renewable
technology is lead by their portfolio of EV
charging solutions. A bold new visual style
was needed for their marketing collateral
to compliment this push toward the future.
Responsibilities

Load management systems for charging
electric vehicles in commercial
and residential buildings

Consumption and Spare Capacity
100kWh

2019 was a record year for

Evening peak times

80kWh

Electric Vehicles (EVs) globally,

kWh per half-hour

2019 - 20

If everyone starts charging their cars at one time, this capacity won’t be enough. Happily,
analysis of apartment complex energy usage data tells us that even during the highest demand
periods, there’s lots of spare capacity overnight, when most electrical appliances are either
switched off or running at low levels.

Sharing the Load

with EVs making up around

7210 kWh available
Sufficient for ~3 cars
per apartment

60kWh

40kWh

20kWh

3% of total new passenger car

6740 kWh consumed
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sales in the world.
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Actual consumption

Peak interval consumption

This chart shows a three-day period of electrical energy use in a typical apartment complex of
82 dwellings in Melbourne between 27-29 January 2018. The temperature peaked at 40°C on
the 28 January, with an overnight low of 30°C. Being a Sunday, lots of people were at home with
the air-conditioning turned up, staying out of the heat. It was a particularly challenging day for
the electrical networks, being the highest three-day consumption period in the building over
a four-year period.

SMART DISTRIBUTION

The vertical axis is kWh consumed per half hour interval. At peak, the building total electrical
load was a touch under 100kWh per half hour, or 200kW.

NHP Electrical Engineering Products

AUS

1300 NHP NHP

nhp.com.au

- Development of refreshed brand identity
and application in print media
- Thoughtful analysis of provided
information to understand the key
messages in order to create engaging
and informative illustrations

Australia has been
relatively slow in
taking up electric
cars to date, but it’s
coming.

- Execution of new visual style to meet
the brief of being fresh, engaging
and modern while clearly communicating
to a highly technical audience

NHP encourages apartment developers

We know that on average, electric car drivers will consume about 10kWh per day, to cover the
typical average Australian driving behaviour of 40 kilometres driven per day. We also know that
in a typical apartment complex, there’s likely to be at most 1.5 cars per dwelling on average.
So, if we’re looking towards a future where almost every car will be electric, in an apartment
complex of 82 dwellings over three days we’ll be looking at:

to work closely with their electrical
contractors and building automation
specialists to ensure that the specific
implementation meets their needs.

82

Dwellings

× 1.5

Cars Per
Dwelling

×

10kWh
Per Car
Per Day

×

3

Days

=

3,690kWh

If we consider the capacity of the building to serve additional loads such as EV charging, the goal
is to stay under the actual peak demand level, so that the existing upstream connection doesn’t
need to be made any larger, and to avoid adding stress to the grid at times of peak demand.
This means that the blue shaded area between the actual consumption and the peak interval
consumtion on the chart shows the energy potentially available for supporting EV charging.

Figure 1: Calculating
capacity for vehicle
charging in a typical
apartment complex.

Forecasting from the Australian Energy Market Operator
indicates that within 10 years, EVs are likely to make up a
substantial proportion of new vehicles supplied into the
Australian market, and that within 20 years that will be
approximately half of all cars on the roads.

NHP recently undertook development and
demonstration of a solution of this nature at
our Laverton national manufacturing facility
in conjunction with car manufacturers,
vehicle owners’ associations and a electricity
network service provider. Our customers
in the electrical contracting community
can now easily roll out load managed EV
charging solutions to apartment complexes,
workplaces, and commercial buildings.

The key benefits of shifting to EVs are clear – they are cheaper to run
and maintain, they don’t contribute to air pollution, they help to reduce
dependence on oil imports, and they provide a pathway to reduction in
carbon emissions.
Given the constraints of Australia’s existing electrical infrastructure design,
for the EV revolution to happen we must manage how, where and when
EVs are recharged, in order to avoid costly electrical upgrades.
In residential complexes, workplaces and commercial buildings, some smart
scheduling will be required. Rather than letting everyone start charging
at the same time, which would require a much bigger switchboard and
network connection, a control system will manage the charging to ensure
that everyone starts the next day with a full battery in their car, without
putting any undue strain on the electrical supply.

In this example, this area amounts to 7,210kWh, most of which is available between 9pm and
7am when it can be expected that most vehicles will be parked in the complex overnight. This
is about twice as much capacity as will be needed in a future where almost every passenger
vehicle based in this apartment complex is electric, and every driver may be looking to source
almost all their vehicle recharging at home.

NHP Whitepaper discussing energy
needs in residential buildings for EV
charging infrastructure
Branding, concept, photography, design
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Switchgear featuring Arc Killer technology - protects switchgear from
arc flash damage ensuring fast power restoration
Cast resin transformers - flame-retardant, self-extinguishing and almost maintenancefree, eliminating the need for costly fire extinguishing equipment. They produce no
toxic gases and are oil free, so they pose zero risk of oil leaks.
Agile protection relays - provide an integrated solution for the complete protection,
control and monitoring of electrical power systems, ideal for new-build and retrofit alike.

20474_Healthcare Facilities_Transfer Switches_FP_AD_v2.indd 1

To find out more,
call NHP today.

20164_Transmission and Distribution_Smart Kiosk_FP_AD.indd 1
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Get compliant
for PV solar
installations
with NHP’s
DC Isolators

Most advanced
safety light curtain
on the market

12/02/2020 2:04:34 PM

Allen-Bradley GuardShield™ Light Curtains
offer the latest technology including the
first CIP Safety over Ethernet module on
the market along, with integrated laser
alignment, muting, blanking and cascading.

To find out more, contact your local
NHP specialist, go to nhp.com.au
or call 1300 NHP NHP.

Maximum power availability
with NHP’s Socomec
transfer switches

Compliant with the latest Australian Standards
and Electrical Regulatory Authorities Council
(ERAC), NHP’s DC Isolator ISO432MPV is tested
in accordance with AS 60947.3:2018 as a level
3 prescribed item (B.2.63).

To ensure maximum power availability for critical buildings,
global specialist in automatic transfer switch (ATS) equipment,
Socomec have developed a new enclosed ATS which features

To find out more
go to nhp.com.au

a by-pass facility. NHP recently launched the new ATS with
by-pass with much interest from engineers working in the
hospital and telecommunications sector.
Based on the proven Socomec ATyS ‘load break technology’
transfer switch design, the the enclosed ATS with by-pass

Be prepared for the

provides “no-break to the load” during maintenance.
The integrataed by-pass functionality ensures power can be
maintained or quickly restored to critical loads such as sprinklers,
elevators, water pumps and etc. This solution offers complete
isolation of the ATyS to ensure safety and guarantees continuity
of the power supply during maintenance and test operations.

For more information, please visit nhp.com.au/more/ATySbypass

20343_Facility Management_Transfer Switches_HP_AD_v4.indd 1

nhp.com.au

new wiring rules

NZ
AUS

NHP20141 02/20

- Application in print, digital and SM
advertising

For more information, please visit
nhp.com.au/more/ATySbypass

NHP SMART kiosk substations are engineered to suit customer specification
and application requirements and can house a variety of MV equipment. SMART
kiosks are designed and manufactured locally by our partners, incorporating:

NHP20474_0220

- Working with corporate and product
marrketing teams to secure buy-in for this
radical brand update

To find out more,
call 1300 NHP NHP
or go to nhp.com.au

NHP19399 01/20

- Development of refreshed brand identity

Available from NHP is the UWP3, a powerful energy
monitoring controller that collates and stores energy
meter data and displays this information
in an intuitive and configurable user interface.

The integrated by-pass functionality ensures power can
be maintained or quickly restored to critical loads such
as sprinklers, elevators and water pumps. This solution
offers complete isolation of the ATyS to ensure safety
and guarantees continuity of the power supply during
maintenance and test operations.

nhp-nz.com
nhp.com.au

6/04/2020 1:01:38 PM

Whether you’re after compact 1P RCBO, 2P
RCBO, 2P RCD or 3P+N RCBO, NHP MOD6
circuit protection has you covered.
•
•
•

20141_DC_Isolator_Electrical Gems_FP_v3.indd 1
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6kA short circuit levels
Type A
Switched neutral

NHP20789_0320

Responsibilities

The National Construction Code (NCC) Australia has
recently been updated and the changes will come
into full effect in May 2020 after a 12-month transition
period. Buildings with a floor area of more than 2,500m2
and common area more than 500m2 must have energy
meters connected to a single interface monitoring
system where time of use energy data can be stored,
analysed and reviewed.

Based on the proven Socomec ATyS ‘load break
technology’ transfer switch design, the enclosed
ATS with by-pass provides ‘no-break to the load’
during maintenance.

NHP19056_12/19

A modern update to NHP’s advertising
style, carrying through the rejuvinated
brand elements of the Connected Enterprise
campaign.

Crack the code for NCC
compliance with UWP3

To ensure maximum power availability for
critical buildings, global specialist in automatic
transfer switch (ATS) equipment, Socomec have
developed a new enclosed ATS which features
a by-pass facility.

NHP20343 04/20

2020

Maximum Power Availability
with NHP’s SMART Critical
Load Transfer Switches

Protect your assets
and personnel with
SMART kiosk
substations

20789_Marketplace NZ_Mod6_HP_AD_v2.indd 1
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Various advertising campaigns
Brand development, design,
finished art

2019 - 2020
Brand and packaging concepts for
NHP’s nation-wide Pick-A-Pack wholesaler
promotion.
Responsibilities
- The client requested a videogame themed
brand that would spealk to a family
audience
- Research and moodboard various popular
videogame brands, and created a brand
and visual style to suit the brief
- Execution included packaging, in-store
standing displays, posters and giftcards.

SCRATCH

REDEEM

2018
To support marketing and sales activities
in the critical wholesale channel, NHP
rolled out a fleet of Merchandising support
vehicles. As part of the brand’s rejuvination
these vans were required to be modern,
highly visual and intended to draw attention
Responsibilities
- Custom design of full vehicle wrap
- Working with suppliers in all states to
organise print, ensuring consistency of
results and fidelity of brand colours
- Managing rollout in co-ordination with
state managers and suppliers.

ABOUT THE
DEPARTMENT

Comprehensive operating statement for the financial year ended 30 June 2017
2016-17
Actual
($ million)

2016-17
Published
Budget
($ million)

Variation

%

7,190

7,759

Notes

Income from transactions

2016-17 ANNUAL REPORT

2017

ANNUAL REPORT
Department of Economic Development,
Jobs, Transport and Resources

Our vision

Output appropriations

A productive, competitive and sustainable
Victorian economy that contributes to a prosperous
and inclusive society.

Interest

The mission of the Department of Economic
Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources
(DEDJTR) is to get our economy and society working
together for the benefit of all Victorians – by creating
more jobs for more people, connecting people
and businesses, and maintaining Victoria’s envied
reputation for liveability now, and for the future.

Total income from transactions

Our work supports eight ministers, spans
12 portfolios and operates across metropolitan,
regional and international offices.

This means:

Capital asset charge

DEDJTR10938/17

b

12%

c

551

481

69

14%

d

1,187

(709)

(60%)

e

64

55

9

17%

f
g

232

159

73

46%

8,540

9,664

(1,123)

(12%)

Employee benefits

(858)

(855)

(780)

Interest expense

(3)

(781)

0%

2

0%

(153)

(146)

(7)

5%

(3,587)

(3,177)

(410)

13%

(226)

(226)

-

0%

Other operating expenses

(3,294)

(3,404)

110

(3%)

Total expenses from transactions

(8,897)

(8,588)

(309)

3.6%

(357)

1,075

(1,432)

>(100)%

-

(47)

Grants and other transfers

Net result from transactions (net operating balance)

h

Other economic flows included in net result
Net gain/(loss) on non-financial assets

(47)

Net gain/(loss) on financial instruments and statutory
receivables/payables

1

Other gains/(losses)from other economic flows
Total other economic flows included in net result
Net result

-

1

i

>(100)%
>100%

5

-

5

>100%

(41)

-

(41)

>(100)%

(398)

1,075

(1,473)

>(100)%

Other economic flows – other non-owner changes in equity
Adjustment to accumulated surplus/(deficit)
due to a change in accounting policy
Changes in physical asset revaluation reserve
Financial assets available for sale reserve
Other

1

-

1

4,398

27

4,372

6

1

4

>100%

(61)

3

(64)

>(100)%

>100%
j

>100%

Total other economic flows – other non-owner
changes in equity

4,344

31

4,314

>100%

Comprehensive result

3,947

1,106

2,841

>100%

k

Explanations for major variations between 2016-17 actual and 2016-17 published budget are as follows:
a. Output appropriations were lower than the original budget primarily due to timing differences associated with program expenditure
rephasings and carryover from 2016-17 into 2017-18 across portfolios.
b. Special appropriations were higher than the original budget primarily due to cashflow changes to the projects within the published
budget and the addition of new projects.
c. Interest income was slightly higher than the original budget primarily due to higher than budgeted investment balances.
d. Sales of goods and services were higher than the original budget primarily due to increased revenues for various activities in the Creative
Industries and Roads agencies.
e. Grants income was lower than the original budget primarily due to the change in accounting treatment for projects funded
by the Victorian Transport Fund.
f. Fair value of assets and services received free of charge or for nominal consideration were higher than budget, and mainly associated
with receipt of assets free of charge to VicRoads.
g. Other income was higher than the original budget primarily due to increased receipts for the Creative Industries agencies
and the department.
h. Grants and other transfers were higher than the original budget primarily due to rideshare reform related provisions.
i.
Net gain/(loss) on non-financial assets: loss was primarily due to the impairment write-down of intangble assets.
j.
Changes in physical asset revaluation reserve were higher than the original budget primarily due to asset revaluation in VicRoads.
k. Other: variance is largely due to a transfer of activities to another department.
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DEDJTR workforce information
June 2017 June 2017

- Strict adherence to the Victoria State
Government’s detailed visual and writing
style guide, internal processes
and systems, and best practices.

19%

477

Depreciation and amortisation

Maintaining Victoria's liveability – we are helping
to create places, towns and cities that are accessible,
well connected, culturally rich, diverse, resilient
and safe. We are doing this for all Victorians.

Responsibilities

- Meticulous attention to detail and
accuracy in typesetting complex financial
information while also representing data
in a parsable format.

a

1
2

Expenses from transactions

Making connections – we are connecting Victorians
to work, education, family and recreation.
We are connecting businesses to each other
and their customers. We are doing this by growing
our transport services, making them more reliable
and accessible, and by building new infrastructure,
across Melbourne and our regions, and across
all transport modes. We are also connecting Victoria
to the world by attracting investment and talent,
and helping Victorian businesses trade into
global markets.

DEDJTR Annual Report 2016-17

(7%)

6
17

Grants

Other income

More jobs for more people – we are creating
and maintaining jobs so that more people have
meaningful work that is safe and secure. We are
doing this by supporting businesses and workers,
developing and growing our future industries,
attracting investment to our regions and supporting
industries in transition. We are also creating jobs
by leveraging our natural assets, including fostering
our visitor economy, creativity and innovation.

Ultimately, our work is about sustainably developing
the Victorian economy by growing employment
and improving the lives and prosperity of all
Victorians. We work with many government,
industry and community stakeholders to do this.

(569)

7
19

Sales of goods and services

Fair value of assets and services received free of charge
or for nominal consideration

Our mission

We also oversee various public entities, including
public corporations, infrastructure development
entities, asset management agencies, regulatory
authorities and specialist boards.

10938 DEDJTR Annual Report 2016_17_cover_FA.indd 1-3

- Graphic design, layout and finished
art for this 350-page annual report

Special appropriations

DEDJTR

The 2017 annual report for the DEDJTR
is an enormous 350 page document
heavy on financial information requiring
extraordinary attention to detail and
accuracy while maintaining the strong,
modern visual identity of the Victoria State
Government brand. It was a proud moment
when many late nights and long weekends
culminated in delivering this document
within its very tight deadline, complete
and visually stunning.

2016-17

The Department of Economic
Development, Jobs, Transport
and Resources (DEDJTR) was
established on 1 January 2015,
bringing together many of the main
areas that drive economic development
and job creation in Victoria. These
include transport and ports, investment
attraction and facilitation, trade,
innovation, regional development
and small business, together with
key services to sectors such as
agriculture, the creative industries,
resources and tourism.

All employees
All employees
Number Number
(Headcount)
(Headcount)
FTE

Ongoing

Fixed term Fixed
and casual
term and casual
Number Number
(Headcount)
FTE
(Headcount)
FTE

All employees
All employees
Number Number
(Headcount)
(Headcount)
FTE

FTE

Ongoing

Ongoing

Fixed term Fixed
and casual
term and casual

Full-time Full-time
Part-time Part-time
(Headcount)
(Headcount)
(Headcount)
(Headcount)
FTE
FTE

Number Number
(Headcount)
(Headcount)
FTE
FTE

Female

Female

1663

1518.0
1663

1518.0 1009

1009 402

Male

Male

1543

1512.8
1543

1512.8 1304

1304

Age

Age

15-24

15-24

74

72.8
74

48

48

24.8

57

55.7
57

55.7

31

31

1

31.4 1

31.4

25-34

25-34

579

558.6
579

558.6 380

380

54

417.2
54

417.2

145

141.4
145

141.4

528

503.8
528

503.8

346

346

59

384.4
59

384.4

123

119.4
123

119.4

35-44

35-44

977

893.2
977

893.2

616

616

217

760.0
217

760.0

144

133.2
144

133.2

917

834.2
917

834.2

592

592

216

731.6
216

731.6

109

102.6
109

102.6

45-54

45-54

837

801.9
837

801.9 663

663

107

738.7
107

738.7

67

63.2
67

63.2

802

767.3
802

767.3

643

643

101

712.2
101

712.2

58

55.1
58

55.1

55-64

55-64

635

607.1
635

607.1

521

521

74

571.3
74

571.3

40

35.8
40

35.8

615

591.7
615

591.7

511

511

72

560.972

560.9

32

30.8
32

30.8

65+

65+

104

97.2
104

97.2

85

85

15

94.915

94.9

4

2.34

2.3

94

86.8
94

86.8

70

70

19

82.319

82.3

5

4.55

2964

2795.4
2964

2106 448

385.5
410

385.5

2641.3 2016

72.8

1281.3
402

1281.3

252

236.7
252

236.7

1595

1446.4
1595

1446.4

967

967

404

1234.1
404

1234.1

224

212.3
224

212.3

1348.8
65

1348.8

174

164.0
174

164.0

1418

1393.1
1418

1393.1

1226

1226

64

1268.7
64

1268.7

128

124.4
128

124.4

48.0

48.0

26

24.8
26

25

24.3
25

The department exceeds statutory obligations
under Financial Reporting Direction 24C (FRD 24C)
to report on office-based activities by reporting
on a wide range of its facilities and operations.
Our accommodation portfolio includes both
state and international sites comprising:

FTE

Gender

65

Appendix 5:
Office-based environmental performance

June 2016 June 2016

Ongoing

Full-time Full-time
Part-time Part-time
(Headcount)
FTE
(Headcount)
(Headcount)
(Headcount)
FTE

Gender

• offices

24.3

• depots
• laboratories and research facilities.

4.5

Energy

VPS 1-6

VPS 1-6

2409.9
448

2409.9

410

2810

2641.3
2810

2016

452

2314.6
452

2314.6

342

326.7
342

326.7

Indicator

VPS 1

VPS 1

3

3.03

3.0

3

3.03

3.0

VPS 2

VPS 2

202

187.2
202

187.2

132

132

30

151.2
30

151.2

40

36.0
40

36.0

206

191.6
206

191.6

129

129

33

149.0
33

149.0

44

42.6
44

42.6

VPS 3

VPS 3

332

306.5
332

306.5

232

232

51

266.251

266.2

49

40.3
49

40.3

335

311.4
335

311.4

235

235

52

268.6
52

268.6

48

42.8
48

42.8

VPS 4

VPS 4

481.8

341

341

70

389.9
70

389.9

96

91.9

462

435.7
462

435.7

319

319

77

371.577

371.5

66

64.2
66

64.2

VPS 5

VPS 5

619

588.1
619

588.1 444

444

96

512.5
96

512.5

79

75.6
79

75.6

589

555.5
589

555.5

427

427

99

495.5
99

495.5

63

59.9
63

59.9

VPS 6

VPS 6

543

523.3
543

523.3 420

420

64

466.7
64

466.7

59

56.6
59

56.6

527

507.2
527

507.2

412

412

63

456.5
63

456.5

52

50.7
52

50.7

163

148.9
163

118.1

507

Science A Science A

187

Science B Science B

184

Science C Science C

163

Science D Science D

481.8
507

106

33

124.5

48

46.8
48

46.8

148.9

100

100

31

32

30.8
32

30.8

166.7
184

166.7

117

117

47

146.7
47

146.7

20

20.0
20

20.0

187

170.1
187

170.1

125

125

43

151.5
43

151.5

19

18.619

18.6

154.9
163

154.9

126

126

27

145.627

145.6

10

9.310

9.3

157

147.7
157

147.7

119

119

28

138.2
28

138.2

10

9.510

9.5

102

92.4
102

92.4

73

73

25

88.4
25

88.4

4

4.04

4.0

107

96.7
107

96.7

74

74

26

89.7
26

89.7

7

7.0 7

7.0

9

9.09

9.0

8

8

8.0

8.0

1

1.0 1

1.0

5

5.05

5.0

5

5

5.0

5.0

Fisheries Officer
Fisheries
3 Officer 3

39

39.0
39

39.0

39

39

39.0

39.0

37

37.0
37

37.0

37

37

37.0

37.0

Senior Fisheries
SeniorOfficer
Fisheries
4 Officer 4

24

24.0
24

24.0

24

24

24.0

24.0

19

19.019

19.0

19

19

19.0

19.0

6

Fisheries Manager
Fisheries6 Manager 6

6.06

4

Legal Officer
Legal Officer

3.64

7

(vi)
VicRoads Grades
VicRoads
Grades (vi)

7.0 7

33

31.6
33

Senior

242

235.4
242

Principal Scientist
Principal Scientist

55

51.2
55

Senior

Senior Technical
SeniorSpecialist
Technical Specialist

58

Executive Executive
Total employees
Total employees

57.1
58

129

127.1
129

3206

3030.8
3206

171.3

6.0
3.6

106

6
3

6
3

124.5
33

91.9
96

6.0
1

3.6 1

6.0

4

3.6

4

4.04
4.04

4.0
4.0

4
4

4

4.0

4

4.0

1.0

8

7.68

7.6

7

7

7.0

1

0.6 1

0.6

31.64

31.6

220.219

220.2

16

15.216

15.2

203

198.2
203

198.2

177

177

16

188.216

188.2

10

10.0
10

10.0

40

9

45.29

45.2

6

6.06

6.0

57

53.8
57

53.8

40

40

8

44.88

44.8

9

9.09

47.9

10

9.210

9.2

37
109

107.6
109

2630.1 426

400.7
426

400.7

3013

2839.5
3013

47

47

1

120

9

127.19

2313 467

2630.1
467

47.9 1

iv.

v.

250

2015–16

2014–15

142,412,250

133,092,952

94,853,479

99,391,975

80,582,966

0 (ii)

0 (ii)

0 (ii)

44,928,680

43,020,275

52,507,985

19,917,932

22,308,936

27,227,633

31,035 (i)

34,787

29,109

0 (ii)

0 (ii)

0 (ii)

9813 (iii)

11,718

16,673

Units of energy used per unit of office area (MJ/m )

379

Percentage of electricity purchased as green power (%)

Number of reported sites

(iv)

367 (iv)

3031

2839

2890

52,514

55,818

74,141

51 (vi)

54

42

(iv)

400

Explanatory notes:

127.1

36.8
37

36.8

34

107.6

103

103

6

107.66

107.6

2839.5 2193

2193

34

468

2

2502.8
468

35.82

2502.8

35.8

i.

Only 14 per cent of energy consumed in 2016–17 is associated with offices. Fifty-two per cent of the total energy consumed
in 2016–17 was at the AgriBio research centre in Bundoora.

9.0

ii.

Government departments are not required to purchase any green power.

iii.

Office consolidations are still underway and National Australian Built Environment Rating Systems (NABERS) criteria continues
to be a factor in all new lease negotiations. This will ultimately result in a reduced carbon footprint along with vacating less energy
efficient office space.

1

1.0 1

1.0

352

336.7
352

336.7

iv.

An average of the net lettable area taken over the 12 month period.

v.

Several government agencies now occupy space within the department's CBD sites that are not in scope for inclusion
in departmental annual reporting.

vi.

Three buildings have been vacated over the 12-month period.

Notes
i.
ii.
iii.

2016–17

139,782,159 (i)

Units of energy used per FTE (MJ/office-based FTE)

Office tenancy m2 (for reported sites) (v)

1.0 1

4
19

120

Greenhouse gas emissions from total energy consumption
(tonnes CO2e)

4.0

1

29
207

57.1

Office energy consumption (MJ)

4.0

6
29

127.1

7.0

Natural gas (MJ)

Number of FTEs

7.0

3030.8 2313

6.0

Electricity (excluding green power) (MJ)
Green power (MJ)

2

31.6

40

6.0

118.131

235.4 207
51.2

6

The department aims to reduce environmental
impacts and associated financial costs through
both staff behaviour change campaigns
and environmental infrastructure improvement
programs. The environmental representatives
lead six staff behaviour change campaigns
a year focusing on all key elements
of environmental reporting.

Total energy consumption (MJ)

Fisheries Officer
Fisheries
2 Officer 2

Fisheries Supervisor
Fisheries Supervisor
5
5

171.3
187

2795.4 2106

In accordance with FRD 24C guidelines, wherever
an entity’s staff are co-located within a DEDJTR
managed site, DEDJTR is responsible for reporting
the environmental performance of that site.

FTE means full-time equivalent.
All figures reflect employment levels during the last full pay period in June of each year.
Excluded are those on leave without pay or absent on secondment, external contractor/consultants, temporary employees employed
by employment agencies and statutory appointees.
Employees attached to Tourism Victoria were employees of the department secretary until 30 June 2016 and are included
in the June 2016 figures. Employees were also reported in Tourism Victoria's 2015-16 Annual Report.
For reference, the total FTE for Tourism Victoria was 74.4 FTE at 30 June 2016. On 1 July 2016, Tourism Victoria employees transferred
to Visit Victoria as part of a machinery of government transfer.
Significant changes to staffing since 30 June 2016 include:

vi.

Machinery of government transfer out of Tourism Victoria staff to Visit Victoria, effective 1 July 2016.
Machinery of government transfer out of energy portfolio staff to DELWP, effective 1 July 2016.
Machinery of government transfer in of PTV and VicRoads staff as part of the establishment of Transport for Victoria.
Machinery of government transfer out of Major Projects staff to Development Victoria.
Growth arose mainly from backfill of vacancies, particularly in relation to the establishment of Transport for Victoria.
Classification of former VicRoads staff transferred to the department as a part of the establishment of Transport for Victoria.
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better customer service at the end of the day. If we can

- Concept,
graphic
design
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things quicker
and better, the customers beneﬁt.” he
concludes.
and finished
art based
on new brand guidelines
- Course materials, flyers, brochures
and other print projects
- digital assets for online advertising,
social media promotion, web and EDM

DATA CORRECTION SERVICE

PROPER CASE

- Management of studio workload
and design team

If your client data appears in a combination of UPPER and lower
case it can reflect as poor quality control and you may be missing
valuable marketing opportunities.

“We are evolving with the software.
It all comes down to better
customer service at the end of the
day. If we can make things quicker
and better, the custmers benefit.”

or further information contact:

If mail-merges or labels are impossible to do from within HandiSoft because of
inconsistent address appearance, relax, we can help.
•

Experience has shown that many firms have entered their clients’ records in
a combination of case formats and consequently can’t produce a neat
mail-merged letter to a client.

•

Sage HandiSoft Professional Services offer a fast, economical solution to
correct your client database so that your client records are in Proper Case
format throughout the entire database.

•

This solution gives your database a consistent, professional look and gives
your practice a standard format to follow.

FROM THIS

REFRESHER
TRAINING

Glenn Hosking,
Managing Director

FROM $250(incl GST)
Work can be turned around
within a single working day –
with little or no disruption
to your practice.

To This!

PAYMENT DETAILS
F I would like to pay by Credit Card. Please send me further payment details.
F I have attached a copy of the confirmation that payment was made into the following bank account:
Name:
HandiSoft Software Pty Ltd
Bank:
CBA Scarborough
Acc No.:
1007 1656
BSB:
066 122
F Enclosed is my cheque for $_____________, made payable to HandiSoft Software Pty Ltd.
Send to PO Box 1281, Innaloo, WA 6918.
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Course material covers

Product flyers

Concept and design based
on new brand guidelines.

Concept and design based
on new brand guidelines.

REL A XED, EA SY-G O I N G B U T V E RY HAR D
WO R KI N G , WE A L L LOV E D HAV I N G
A A RO N A ROU N D. HE I S A T R U E
PRO F E SS I O NA L AN D WO U L D B E AN
A SSET M A NAG I N G O R WO R KI N G I N
A N Y B U SY D E S I G N T E AM .

J a n e H e rri ng
Chan nel M arketi ng M anager
Sage One

DROP
your business card in the bowl

AND

come check out our software. When you

Facebook event banner, designed to stand out in a feed full of food and holiday photos

GIVE ME
your business card, we'll give you

BUBBLES!
Talk to us about our Sage One
Certified Adviser Program for Bookkeepers

Event POS for the “Bootcamp and Bubbles” event series encouraging asttendees to
enter a competition by leaving their business card

Product flyers

BankFeeds
Factsheet

BankFeeds
Factsheet

Frequently asked questions

Sage
BankFeeds

Is it secure?
BankFeeds is highly secure.
The system can only receive banking transaction data once you
have signed and submitted an authority form to your bank. Data is
only supplied to the accounting practice nominated on the form.

Sign up for BankFeeds
Your Accountant sends
you authority forms

BankFeeds generates the banks’ Authority Forms from within
the software making it both secure and easy to activate. And
activation does not require you to give out your personal
credentials.

You sign them

Which financial institutions does BankFeeds work with?
BankFeeds can access transaction accounts from all the largest
Australian banks.

Streamline management of
your business accounts
like never before.

At your accountant’s end, BankFeeds data
imports seamlessly into their preparation
software, HandiLedger, eliminating the
need for costly, time-consuming manual
data entry. Should your accountant have
questions about any of your transactions,
BankFeeds can email you a table of
queried transactions so that you can
easily provide the required information.

Less effort; more information

he streamlining of processes and reduction in
uplication of data entry delivered immediate dividends.
ithin three months FDF redeployed four administrative
aff that used to facilitate orders from production through
dispatch. All that paperwork is automatically generated
o they’ve been redeployed to more productive roles now,”
osking says.

eporting has also become much more reliable. We’ve got
ccess to a lot more information and gained timeliness,”
osking asserts. “For example, we can more accurately
easure the output of fabrication teams against budgets.
he advantage of this is twofold; Firstly, we’re getting
ore out of the guys because we can give them feedback
n their performance. Secondly, we are becoming more
ccurate with our costings and time frames. We’ve never
ad the tools to be able to compare actual costs before.
nce putting in the new system, we’ve been able to make
djustments where needed with either labour or machine
purchasing resources.”

As FDF now move onto the additional phases of the roll
out Hosking anticipates more time saving beneﬁts will be
realised. “We’re in the process of automating all our order
conﬁrmations, invoicing, statements, remittance advices,
purchase orders and so on. Many of our processes are
still evolving. We’re no longer constrained by system
limitations or by how we used to do things, so now we
need to work out how we want to do them in the future.

Secure and cost-effective

Authority forms approved

What costs are involved?

Banking transaction
data sent directly to
your accountant

Accessing BankFeeds costs a nominal monthly fee that depends
on the number of transactions generated. Your accountant
may also charge you a provisioning fee for setting up each new
account to cover costs. Your accountant will be able to provide
you with more information about this.

into an email to make it easy for you
to respond to your accountant’s
queries.

There is no minimum term, and costs are billed directly to your
accountant.

○ Can access transactions from

Australia’s largest financial
institutions.

How do I sign up to BankFeeds?
You simply need to complete an authority form from your bank.
Your accountant will be able to supply you with the form you
need. Once the form has been completed and returned to the
bank your accountant will be connected to BankFeeds streams
from your nominated transaction accounts within approximately
five working days.

○ Highly secure. Account information

can only be accessed with your
permission.

Queries emailed to you
Any queries on
transactions are
emailed to you

What training and support options are available?
You can view the BankFeeds introduction video on the HandiSoft
website: www.sagehandisoft.com.au, under Products / One Suite
Solution / BankFeeds.

About Sage HandiSoft:
More than 7,500 Australian accountants and taxation agents trust Sage HandiSoft’s leading practice management, client accounting
and taxation software. Sage HandiSoft’s integrated suite and central client database is reliable, easy to use and highly effective for
sole practitioners through to larger firms with 70+ staff. Sage HandiSoft is a wholly owned subsidiary of the listed global Sage Group
plc which has over 6 million customers and more than 12,600 employees worldwide.
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For more info, visit: www.sagehandisoft.com.au
Call 1800 660 670 or email sales@sagehandisoft.com.au
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Case Studies

thanks to Sage X3

“We are evolving with the software.
It all comes down to better
customer service at the end of the
day. If we can make things quicker
and better, the custmers benefit.”

“With one hundred staff and growing, we wanted to be
able to measure the contribution each person makes,”
Hosking notes.

Seek advice
To ﬁnd the best ERP software for FDF’s business, Hosking
sought the advice of peers and professionals. “I spoke to
our bank manager, the accountant and a couple of other
people in similar positions to ﬁnd out what they were
using and what to look for,” he says.

Customer

Industry

Location

System

Factory Direct Fencing

Manufacturing

Australia

Sage X3

A bit of Background

Factory Direct Fencing (FDF) is Australia’s largest familyowned manufacturer and distributor of fencing products. For
twenty years the Queensland-based company has pioneered
many of the innovations and techniques commonly used
in fencing manufacturing today. Its commitment to quality,
backed by a ten-year warranty on most products, has helped
to build a thriving business that turns over approximately
$35 million annually.

Glenn Hosking, Managing Director, Factory Direct
Fencing explains, “We used to have a lot of spreadsheets
and manual processes. It all took a lot of time, so when we
looked at how we wanted to run our business, we realised
we were going to need an ERP [enterprise resource
planning] system. We have a complex operation in that
FDF directly distributes quite a few products but more
than half of our business is manufacturing and custom
manufacturing. This means we not only have a huge
number of standard SKUs (Stock Keeping Units) but we
can manufacture anything to order as well. We needed
a system that could tie these two parts of the business
together.”
Hosking identiﬁed his major requirements as being; multiwarehouse management, radio frequency scanning to
support inventory management and speed despatch, and
component manufacturing functionality. In addition, he
listed two other crucial functionalities; an efﬁcient way of
managing custom manufacturing and the ability to set and
measure KPIs.

Factory Direct Fencing use Sage X3
to build their future.

With their input in mind he investigated four leading
ERP solutions, one of which was Sage X3, a full-service
enterprise management software system that combines

all the advantages of large scale ERP tools while
maintaining the simplicity, ﬂexibility and scalability
essential for mid-market businesses.
“We shortlisted two systems that had good track records
and strong support. One thing that tipped us towards
Sage was the fact that there were no bolt-ons. It had good
manufacturing, warehousing and ﬁnancial modules all
contained in the one package. We didn’t want any issues
with upgrades and software getting out of sync. We
wanted to be able to simply set it up then get on and do
our job. Sage had the beneﬁt of modern software features
but was also mature enough to be stable.
“Another appealing aspect of the suite was its
Conﬁgurator module. I can give the same custom job to
ten different sales reps and they’ll all price it differently.
Conﬁgurator gave us a nice, easy way for sales people
to come up with accurate pricing and get enough
information for our production team. It makes them
conform to the way we want things done,” Hosking adds.
Deployment of the Sage X3 system was carried out in early
2012 with the support of local Sage business partner and
expert, Leverage Technologies. Given the change from
manual to automated systems was likely to cause some
culture shock among staff, Hosking chose to phase in
the system, going live with a core set of functionality on 1
July 2012 before gradually introducing more modules as
familiarity with the system grew.
“Leverage Technologies have been great right throughout
the project,” Hosking says. “We’ve been working with
two people there and they’ve been really, really good.
This was a big upgrade for us and they’ve been very
accommodating. We work well as a team.”

Suite of more than a dozen pieces
promoting successful client projects.

Less effort; more information
“The streamlining of processes and reduction in
duplication of data entry delivered immediate dividends.
Within three months FDF redeployed four administrative
staff that used to facilitate orders from production through
to dispatch. All that paperwork is automatically generated
so they’ve been redeployed to more productive roles now,”
Hosking says.
“Reporting has also become much more reliable. We’ve got
access to a lot more information and gained timeliness,”
Hosking asserts. “For example, we can more accurately
measure the output of fabrication teams against budgets.
The advantage of this is twofold; Firstly, we’re getting
more out of the guys because we can give them feedback
on their performance. Secondly, we are becoming more
accurate with our costings and time frames. We’ve never
had the tools to be able to compare actual costs before.
Since putting in the new system, we’ve been able to make
adjustments where needed with either labour or machine
or purchasing resources.”

As FDF now move onto the additional phases of the roll
out Hosking anticipates more time saving beneﬁts will be
realised. “We’re in the process of automating all our order
conﬁrmations, invoicing, statements, remittance advices,
purchase orders and so on. Many of our processes are
still evolving. We’re no longer constrained by system
limitations or by how we used to do things, so now we
need to work out how we want to do them in the future.

Design, layout and finished art
based on new brand guidelines.

“We are evolving with the software. It all comes down to
better customer service at the end of the day. If we can
make things quicker and better, the customers beneﬁt.” he
concludes.

“We are evolving with the software.
It all comes down to better
customer service at the end of the
day. If we can make things quicker
and better, the custmers benefit.”
Glenn Hosking,
Managing Director

A bigger company needs a more
systematic approach
Before opening its interstate warehouses, FDF
management methodically planned its growth
strategy. The ﬁrst step was to upgrade the company’s
manufacturing capacity to cope with the anticipated
increase in demand. Next, they considered how
managerial practices and support structures might need
to change for a larger, multi-site company.

In the past few years FDF has been awarded a number of
national contracts. These provided the impetus to expand
the business into new geographic areas, resulting in FDF
establishing a presence in Western Australia, Victoria, and
shortly, New South Wales.

sage.com/au

provide your accountant with bank
statements, allowing you to get on
with your business.
○ Easily compiles unknown transactions

design, layout and finished art
based on new brand guidelines.

However, no training or support is necessary as there is nothing
for you to do once you have completed and returned the bank
authority. Any further questions you may have should be directed
to your accountant. Once BankFeeds has been set up, you will
not need to do anything on an ongoing basis at your end because
the entire system is automated.

FENCING FIRM
BREAKS NEW GROUND

or further information contact:

Key features
○ Removes the need to manually

BankFeeds is cost-effective, easy to set
up and extremely secure. Once you have
provided written authority to your bank
to release the information, it streams
your bank transactions directly into your
accountant’s software.

“We are evolving with the software. It all comes down to
better customer service at the end of the day. If we can
make things quicker and better, the customers beneﬁt.” he
concludes.

Glenn Hosking,
Managing Director

HandiSoft BankFeeds is a service that
streams your banking transaction data
directly to your accountant so that you
no longer have to manually provide your
accountant with bank statements.

Current partners include Commonwealth Bank, Westpac, ANZ,
NAB, St George, Macquarie, Bank SA, Bank of Melbourne and
Bankwest. Sage HandiSoft is currently exploring opportunities to
partner with other financial institutions.

Collection of customised
promotional flyers promoting Sage’s
range of products.

For further information contact:

sage.com/au

13 7243 (Australia) or 0800 904 409 (New Zealand)

© 2015, The Sage Group plc or its licensors. Sage, Sage logos, Sage product and service names mentioned herein are the trademarks of The Sage Group plc or its licensors.
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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engineers. All seminars and 2016 public course dates
are now available on our online calendar.
Our 2-hour seminars provide an introduction to:
A Managing Teams and Stakeholders
A Conflict Resolution
A Career Planning
A Effective Networking
A Presentation, Influencing and Negotiation Skills
A Defensible Risk Management (webinar)
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2015 - 2016
Concept for, design, layout and finished
art for 700+ page course materials
for a new training course offering based
on a new brand strategy.
Responsibilities
- Concept, graphic design, layout
and finished art based
on new brand guidelines.
- Working with printers, suppliers and
external agencies to efficiently and
effectively deliver a complete solution.

A A RO N ’ S B R E ADTH
O F A B I LIT Y I S
A C L I E N T’ S D R E AM .
M i c h e ll e O’C onnor
Trai n i ng Operatio n s M anager
E ng i ne eri ng Educatio n Australia

Diploma of Project Management
Concept, graphic design, layout
and finished art.

engineers. All seminars and 2016 public course dates
are now available on our online calendar.
Our 2-hour seminars provide an introduction to:
A Managing Teams and Stakeholders
A Conflict Resolution
A Career Planning
A Effective Networking

Promotional flyers

A Presentation, Influencing and Negotiation Skills

Take control of
your career

A Defensible Risk Management (webinar)

rmation
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Invest in
your future
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Engineering Education Australia (EEA), Engineers
Australia’s own training company, offer engineeringspecific technical, business and project management
courses.
Delivered by internationally recognised leaders in
the profession, including the American Society of
Civil Engineers (ASCE) and the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME), our courses will keep
you well-informed and provide practical skills, specific
to the engineering profession.
We offer a range of public and corporate in-house
training courses, including:
A Managing the Project Design Process
A Writing Winning Technical Documents
A Contract Management
A Diploma of Project Management

Engineers never
stop learning
----As Engineers Australia’s training and
development company, we support
Australia’s engineers and related
professionals.

Registrations

Now Open

To view our full list of
2016 public course dates,
visit eeaust.com.au or
call 03 9321 1700

Whether you’re looking to broaden
your expertise or make sure your
team is up to date with the latest
engineering practices, we have a
range of courses to suit your needs.
We offer various delivery modes to
ensure you and your team get the
most out of your learning experience.

Our courses are delivered via:
A Public courses:
More than 50 engineering-specific
technical, business, project management
and graduate courses delivered in all
states throughout the year.
A Corporate training:
Courses and programs customised and
delivered in-house, or at our dedicated
training venues throughout Australia.
A Online:
Learn anytime and anywhere. Manage
your own CPD hours with myCPD, the
profession’s new online training platform.
Visit myCPD.engineersaustralia.org.au

A Design and Construction of Microtunneling Projects
A ASME B31.3 Process Piping Code

Call 03 9321 1700
Email info@eeaust.com.au
or visit eeaust.com.au

A Safety in Design
A Structural Vibration Analysis
A Earth Structures, and more.

Young Engineers
Australia (YEA)
Business Skills
Seminars
Registrations
Now Open
---YEA seminars provide
invaluable insights
and practical skills
specifically tailored
for young engineers.

Corporate
training
for engineers
Helping companies
face the global
challenges through
customised training

Engineering Education Australia (EEA) is
hosting our annual Young Engineers Australia
(YEA) Business Skills Seminars from February
2016. This year we are also inviting
non-Engineers Australia members.

We connect you with expert facilitators to provide
cost-effective, customised and outcome-focused
in-house training for engineers.

Our seminars provide a fantastic introduction to EEA’s
public engineering courses and provide valuable
networking opportunities with other like-minded young
engineers. All seminars and 2016 public course dates
are now available on our online calendar.

Our in-house training provides:

Our 2-hour seminars provide an introduction to:
A Managing Teams and Stakeholders

A An initial consultation with our expert
facilitators, with ongoing support as required

A Career Planning
A Effective Networking
A Presentation, Influencing and Negotiation Skills
A Defensible Risk Management (webinar)

For more information
or to register:
p: 03 9321 1700
e: info@eeaust.com.au
w: eeaust.com.au

Call today

03 9321 1700

We also schedule courses based on expressions of interest.
Visit eeaust.com.au to view our regularly updated online course calendar.
Technical
Advanced Quantitative Risk Analysis

Introduction to System Safety Engineering Management

Advanced System Safety Engineering Management

Introduction to Tunnel Design and Construction

B31.3 Process Piping Code

Lean Construction

Bases and Application of Piping Flexibility Master Class

Managing Engineering Knowledge Risk

Asset Management for Engineering Teams

Managing the Project Design Process

Bridge Condition Assessment and Performance Monitoring

Modern Bridge Construction: A Trans-Disciplinary Challenge

Construction Engineering and Design Process

Principles of Reliability-Based Maintenance

Construction Project Management Fundamentals

Progressive Collapse Mitigation

Construction Safety Due Diligence

Project Due Diligence: Defensible Risk Management in Construction

Deep Foundation Engineering

Project Earned Value Management

Defensible Risk Management Techniques

Pump Design Practicum

Design and Construction of Microtunneling Projects

Pump Selection for Optimum Performance

Design and Fabrication of Pressure Vessels

Pumping Systems Design for Engineers

Design and Installation of Buried Pipes

Safer Construction - Design Stage

Design of Photovoltaic Systems

Safety in Design Seminar

Design of Welded Joints

Solar Power System Fundamentals

Designing Non-building Structures

Stormwater Management (Source Control)

Detail Engineering and Layout of Piping Systems

Structural Condition Assessment of Existing Structures

Earth Structures
Earthworks

Structural Design for Bomb Blast Loads and Accidental Chemical
Explosions

Engineering Due Diligence

Structural Vibration Analysis

Environmental Sustainable Manufacturing

Sustainable and Safe Design

Foundation Course in High Voltage Installations

System Safety Engineering Application

Fundamentals of Earthquake Engineering

System Safety Engineering Management Master Class

Grid Connected PV Systems with Battery Storage

Wind Load on Structures

Introduction to Hazard Identification and Assessment Techniques

Business and Leadership
Analysing and Improving Communication

Managing Yourself and Others

Contract Management

Mentoring and Coaching

A Customisation based on your needs

Effective Communication

Mentoring Skills

A Flexible delivery options, Australia-wide

Emerging Leadership

MODAPTS - Work Method Time Management and Improvement

Engineering Competency Claim Writing

Persuasive Speed Writing Program

Engineers Writing Better Reports

Persuasive Tender and Proposal Writing

A More than 70 technical, business and project
management courses to choose from

A Conflict Resolution

We offer a growing
range of courses

Speak to our in-house team of
consultants about how we can
help your team achieve their
training needs today.

Enhancing Project Performance

Presentation Skills for Engineers

Excellent Customer Service

Procurement and Tendering Contracts

Influencing and Negotiation Skills

Project Management Essentials

Leadership Skills for Professional Women

Security of Payment Legislation

Lean Six Sigma Green Belt

Strategic Financial Imperatives

Lean Six Sigma Yellow Belt

Thought Leadership for Engineers

Managing Construction Contracts

Training and Presentation Techniques

Managing Contract Disputes and Negotiation

Transitioning from Manager to Leader

Managing Teams and Stakeholders

Writing Winning Technical Documents

Graduate
Delivering Presentations

Plan Your Career

Finance Fundamentals

Workplace Communications

Mentoring Tips for Mentees

Writing for Chartered

p: 03 9321 1700
e: info@eeaust.com.au
w: eeaust.com.au

Collection of customised
promotional flyers promoting courses
and seminars held by Engineering
Education Australia.
Design, layout and finished art
based on new brand guidelines.
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0401 393 737

www.aaronmcauley.com

aaron@aaronmcauley.com

